
SONANCE Compliance 
Captured and Connected
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The Data Journey Sonance, helps you simplify, automate and manage all aspects of
the regulatory compliance and data management journey for 
trading communications. With Sonance you can capture,
monitor, analyse, archive and report on all your communications 
channels.



Gain total visibility 
and control of your 
communications data

Are you struggling to keep 
up with the ever increasing 
number of communications 
channels, data streams and 
reporting requirements? 

There’s a better way

Sonance delivers automated 
communications oversight, 
compliance reporting and
business intelligence. 



Communications 
Surveillance 

To comply with regulations like
MIFID II, firms must monitor, capture and 
archive all of their regulated employee 
communications.

This is an enormous challenge given the 
number of communications channels, 
evolving regulatory landscape and massive 
reporting requirements.

This is especially true for firms that have 
manual processes that rely on legacy 
systems where data sits in unsynchronized 
databases, spreadsheets and trading 
systems.

With Sonance, firms can oversee, 
manage, control and report on all 
their communications wherever their 
employees are and from whichever 
communications channels they use.



Capture and Record

Capture multiple audio channels and 
transcription data

Data and Reporting

Aggregate all communications data where 
it’s instantly available, normalised and 
indexed

Identify Risky Behaviour

Analyse your communications data in  
real-time

Instant Search and Access to Data 

Powerful search functionality enables 
instant identification and retrieval of any 
communication at any time
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QORUS 
Trading 
Communications 
Portfolio  

Speakerbus Qorus portfolio offers a 
comprehensive suite of applications, 
soft clients, devices and services to 
suit any trading communications 
requirement.

CADENCE 
Connect without 
Compromise

Real-time, digital trading cloud 
communications you can count on, 
no matter what.

The Speakerbus Advantage 

SONANCE can be integrated with QORUS and CADENCE



The Speakerbus Group is a leading provider of digital 
communications solutions that power the financial 
markets. Our portfolio of collaboration, connectivity 
and compliance solutions help trading organisations 
gather information, gain insight, make decisions, build 

relationships and execute trades. 

Expertise 
Speakerbus is a recognized leader in critical voice 
communications with a reputation for delivering exceptional 
technology, expertise and service to customers in the financial 
trading and command & control sectors worldwide. 

Support 
Excellent platforms, products and applications are only one piece 
of the puzzle. That’s why our advanced engineering and support 
services are available 24/7. 

Long-term 
For 35 years, Speakerbus has been recognised for always having a 
customer-first approach, striving to provide consistently excellent 
and personalised service.

Contact us today

Every connection
is worth more




